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ABSTRACT

The XM104 self-propelled howitzer, pilot No. 3, was tested to determine
the readiness of the weapon system for engineering and user tests. The auto-
motive program consisted of amphibious operations and 4000 miles of endurance
testing. Amphibious capabilities are limited by low drawbar pull and by
maneuverability which is influenced by vind effects on the canvas enclosure;
carbon monoxide concentrations are also a potential hazard. Track life is
v'nsatikf'tc tory and component service life ansI maintenance arc adversely in-
fiunced by vehicle vibration. It is recormmended thaL the vehicle undergo
en:;ineuring and user tests after the appropriate modifications are made in
the problem areas revealed during this test.
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HOWITZER, LIGHT, SELF-PROPELLED, 105-MM, Xmio4

ARMAJENT CREW: 4
Main Gun: 105-mm, XM103
Secondary: None FUEL CAPACITY: 50 gal
Recoil Mechanism: XM39 Hydropneumatic

DIMENSIONS
AMMUNITION Length (including spade and gun): 160 in.

105-mm - 10 rounds Length (excluding spade and gun): 119 in.
Height (gun in travel position): 69 in.

FIRE CONTROL Width: 69 in.
Traverse and Elevating Mechanism: Manual

GROUND PRESSURE: 4.0 psi
ARMOR

None GROUND CLEARANCE: 13 in.

PERFORMANCE ENGINE:
Max Speed: 35 mph M151 Model, 4-cylinder, in-line,
Max Grade Ascending Ability: 60% liquid-cooled, overhead valve,
Turning Radius: Pivot spark ignition, 141.5 cu in.,
Cruising Range: 250 miles 66 hp at 3900 rpm
Trench Crossing: 60 in.
Fording: 30 in. TRANSMISSION:
Vertical Obstacles: 24 in. Model 540, 5-speed, synchromesh
Gross HP to Weight Ratio: 15.3 hp/ton and dry-type disk clutch
Fuel Consumption: Over-all APG 4. 97 mpg

STEERING:
FINAL REDUCTION Model GS-100-3 geared steer and

Type: GS-100-3 brake, wheel-operated
Ratio: 4. 17 to 1

SUSPENSION:
WEIGHT Torsion bar, 4 pairs of individually

Air Transportable: 7200 lb suspended road wheels, band type track
Comoat Loaded: 8600 lb

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM: 24 volt

Figure 1: Characteristics Photograph.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To meet a projected type-classification date of June 1963, combined
development tests were to be conducted at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Yuma
Test Station, and Ft. Wainwright, Alaska. It was proposed that much of
the development test data would be used in lieu of or applicable to the
engineering tests on the vehicle thus reducing the over-all program time.

The purpose of these development tests was to prove the adequacy of
the XM104 vehicle for engineering and user tests. Four pilot models were
produced and assigned to the following test sites:

Pilot No. 1 - Erie Ordnance Depot.
Pilot No. 2 - Yuma Test Station.
Pilot No. 3 - Aberdeen Proving Ground.
Pilot No. 4 - Ft. Wainwright.

It was planned that the data obtained from these pilot models would be
used in the production of pilots No. 5 and 6. Pilot No. 5 is scheduled for
service testing by the user at Ft. Sill, beginning; in April 1.963. Pilot No.
6, the final pilot, wil! underg{o en.gineering tesLiri,, at AIberd-en P1roving
Ground, also beginning April 1)ý3 - z onths before the type-classification
date.

The extent of tests of pilots No. 1 through 4 was limited to the deter-
mination of the adequacy, readiness, and suitability of the weapon system for
engineering and service tests. A test directive, dated 30 April 1962, was
issued using standard OPM subjects. This directive indicated the test phases
which pilots No. 2, 3, and 4 were to undergo at the respective locations.

This report covers the entire automotive testing of pilot No. 3 at APG
as outlined in the test directive. Upon receiving the vehicle at APG, the
original plan to conduct artillery evaluations before the automotive evaluation
was reversed. This was necessary because of the unavailability of some artil-
lery components at that time.

2. DESCRIV.'ION OF MATERIEL

The Howttcr, Light, Self-Propelled, 105-rmm, XMI04, is a highly mobile
weapon. It is capable of being transported by helicopter or assault aircraft
and it can be air dropped. T'he vehicle carries a 4-man crew and is designed
to provide close-in artillery support. The chassis is of riveted aluminum
construction with no superstructure.

An independently mounted gun at the rear of the chassis is fired manually
and traversed mechanically. The gun is supported in a cradle-type travel lock
when the vehicle is being/ operated. A moechanically-operated spade at the rear
of the vehicle and a set of' hydraulic-suspension lock outs ,,':, . ,
during firing.
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The vehicle power pack consists of: a 4-cycle, in-line, liquid-
cooled gasoline engine as used in the MI51, 1/4-ton vehicle; a 5-speed
manual synchromesh transmission; a dry-type disk clutch; and a GS 100-3
geared steer unit.

The suspension system uses a band track driven by front-mounted
sprockets. Four dual-mounted road wheels on each side of the vehicle are
individually sprung by torsion bars. The first and fourth road wheels are
provided with shock absorbers. The fourth road wheel is used to adjust
track tension.

Figure I shows the more pertinent vehicle characteristics. General-
view photographs are included in Appendix B.

3. DETAILS OF TEST

3.1 PreliminarOpe.ration

3. 1. 1 Procedure. The vehicle, pilot No. 3, US Army Registration
No. 12T431, was received at APG on 13 September 1962. The weight as received
was 7280 pounds.

An initial. vehicl.e in.;pection was completed before the vehicle was
released to the !'ti.1.ery Division for proof firing of the weapon. From
20 Septoinber to 1.'. Oc Lober iq(- the vehicle w;as used in several demonstrations
and was operated 25 miles during this time.

The OVE stowage and 700 pounds of simulated payload were placed in
the vehicle making a gross weight of 8600 pounds. General-view photographs of
the vehicle were taken at the beginning of the test. It was necessary" to
retake these photographs due to receipt of a new muzzle brake and redesigned
spade. In addition, the fire-control systems were not available until late
in the test.

A radio interference test was conducted on the vehicle while it
was parked on the south loop of the dynamometer test course. This test was
performed by personnel of East Coast Detachment, Field Station No. 1, US Army
Electronics Research and Development Laboratory.

3.1.2 Results. During this phase of the test program, various defects
were observed.

3.1.2.1 Voltag;e [Regulstor. Durin5 initJal inspection, battery water was
found shooting out of the batteries when the engine was accelerated. An
electrical check indicated that the voltage regulator, serial No. 502740-101,
was allowing 34 volts of electricity to pass through the system at one-third
throttle. The only adjustment on the regulator, which was a sealed unit, was
by moving a wire within the unit to one of four positions. Immediately above
each of three positions were faint hand-scratched numbers. No change in
regulation was noted by relocation of' the wire to any position.



The voltage regulator was replaced and the failed unit
returned to ATAC.

The regulator had apparently failed prior to receipt at APG,
since the battery water which had blown onto the reflector and telescope
straps had rendered the straps unserviceable.

3. 1. 2.2 Stowage. A bag assembly, 5140-473-6256, was issued as an item
of OVE for stowage of miscellaneous hand tools. The bag and tools are
carried on the vehicle in the spade compartment; however, the lid for
the spade could not be secured because there was no wrench available for
tightening the 9/16-inch self-retaining screws. Conversely, if the com-
partment lid has been secured, the bag and tools cannot be removed because
of nonavailability of the 9/16-inch wrench.

A 9/16-inch speed wrench should be issued as part of the OVE
and the wrench stowed on the vehicle where it is easily accessible to
the crew.

3.1.2. 3 Engine Air-Cleaner Cover. The air-cleaner cover has a small
circular opening to allow air to pass through the air-cleaner element
(Figure 2). This opening is sufficiently large that mud and water, when
splashed up over the front of the vehicle, enter through this hole into
the air-cleaner element. Also, when the vehicle is being washed, mud and
water are very likely to be splashed into the cleaner element. When the
element was cleaned, small pebbles were found lodged in it.

Figure 2: Engine Air Cleaner and Cover.
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A possible solution to this problem would be the installation of
a small grille structure over the opening designed to allow air to pass but
restrict the entry of mud, water, and other foreign particles.

3.1.2.4 Radio Suppression. Radio interference tests revealed that the
suppression system of the vehicle conformed to the tactical vehicle re-
quirements of MIL-S-10379A. No radio interferences were detected. A com-
plete report on the radio suppression test is contained in Appendix F.

3. 1. 2. 5 Battery Eyebolt. To remove the battery cover, the wing nut on
the eyebolt must be loosened sufficiently to allow the eyebolt to fall clear
of the battery cover. When extreme care is taken in loosening the wing nut,
there are one or two threads still holding the nut when the eyebolt falls
free of the cover. If extreme care is not taken, the nut will come off the
eyebolt and possibly fall into the engine compartment or other inaccessible
areas.

The length of the eyebolt and threads should be extended to in-
sure that sufficient threads are available to retain the nut on the eyebolt
when the battery cover is being removed.

3.1. 2. 6 Engine and Transmission Covers. The engine and transmission
covers contain several access plates for gaining access to the engine, trans-
mission, and radiator. These small plates use a piano hinge and are opened
by removing or loosening a bolt and raising the lid directly up. When the
105-rn gun is in the travel-lock position, several of the plates, when raised,
strike the gun and fall back closed.

Consideration should be given to using a pivot hinge on all
access plates of the engine and transmission covers for the following reasons:

a. To eliminate the problem of covers falling closed accidentally.

b. To permit repairs in the field to be made more easily.

3. 2 lihgineering Performance Evaluation

3. 2. 1 Procedure.

3. 2. 1. 1 General. This phase of the test consisted of limited engineering
performance tests conducted by the'Automotive Engineering Laboratory. Except
for fuel consumption determinations conducted in the Munson Test Area, all
of these tests were confined to amphibious operations.

The majority of the engineering performance tests were conducted
at Yuma Test Station: on pilot No. 2, in accordance with the test directive
(Appendix A).
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3. 2. 1. 2 Instrumentation. The power pack was removed and the necessary
instrumentation, consisting of thermocouples, engine tachometer, and fuel-
consumption apparatus, was installed.

3. 2. 1. 3 Amphibious Operation. The amphibious operation consisted of the
determination of maximum angle of approach and exit, maneuverability, turning
radius, water speeds, and drawbar pull with and without water vanes.

These vanes were furnished by Detroit Arsenal and consisted of
welded-steel sections similar to the vanes on the M116 cargo vehicle. They
were bolted to the vehicle above the No. 1 and 2 road wheels in place of
the fabric skirts (Figures 3 and 4).

I

Figure 3: Water Vanes. Firure 4: Water Vanes Installed.

3.2.2 Results. Some of the more pertinent data from the performance
tests are presented in the following paragraphs. Additional details are
contained in the laboratory report (Appendix D).

3. 2.2. 1 Fuel Consumption. Fuel economy of 4. 6 to 6. 2 mpg was realized
on the Munson Test Area standard fuel course at -. 7 to 22.6 mph road speed.
Th-is is considered to be satisfactory compared to other track-laying vehi-
cles such as the Mll6 and T114.

3.2.2.2 Water Speeds. A maximum water speed of 2.6 mph was obtained
in third land gear, but maneuverability was considerably better in the
water-gear ranges. The water vanes had little effect on vehicle water
speed. It is of interest that fourth water gear resulted in better vehicle
control, lower fuel consumption, and less engine noise with only a slight
loss of water speed.
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3.2. 2. 3 Drawbar Pull. A maximum drawbar pull of 190 pounds was obtained
in the water. There vias no signiilcant chang-e when the water vanes were used.

3.2.2.4 Approach Angles. The vehicle was able to enter the water at an
entrarce angle of 170 and leave at art exit angle of 13. 50 without encounter-
ing any noticeable difficulty.

3, 2.2.5 Stability and Maneuverability. Stability of the vehicle in the
water was considered satisfactory, but the flat surface of canvas acted like
a sail resulting in both desirable and undesirable effects. Minimum turning
radii can be obtained in first water g , r with due allowance for prevailing
wind and water currents.

3.2. 2.6 Engine Cooling (Water Operation). Full-throttle cooling tests
during amphibious operation revealed that engine cooling was unsatisfactory.
The temperature of the coolant out of the engine was 1940F in an ambient air
temperature of 520F. Extrapolated to an ambient of 1150F, the water temper-
ature out of the engine would be 257°F. Assuming 100% efficiency of the
7-psi pressure cap, the allowable water temperature out of the engine would
be 225° F.

It should be pointed out that, during cooling tests in high
ambient temperatures at Yuma Test Station, Yuma, Arizona, engine cooling
was also unsatisfactory. "series of cooling tests was conducted varying
the fan-blade pitch, number of blades, axid fan speed. Satisfactory cooling
was eventually realized.

It is reasonable to assume that these fan-blade changes would
also correct the cooling problem during amphibious operation.

3.2.2.7 Carbon Monoxide, The engine exhaust is discharged directly into
the vehicle during amphibious operation. Although the vehicle is completely
open, operating personnel may btill inhale relatively large amounts of carbon
monoxide. A CO concentration in excess of 0. 1% was recorded at the right
rear personnel seat. A concentration of 0.01% is acceptable.

3.2.2.8 Flotation Kit. After approximately 10 minutes of water operation,
water began to pour in over the ri:,ht rear corner of the hull. A check of the
curtain riser revealed that waner wad entering 4throu,,ýh the first three or four
bolt holes in the right side of the vehicle. After the water passed through
the curtain, it was trapped in the trough formed between the riser and the
hull of the vehicle. The water then flowed to the right rear corner of the
vehicle as this was the lowest point.

A further inspection of the curtain riser revealed that the holes
which had been punched in tle riser to accept the securing bolts had become
elongated and frayed. The holes should be reinforced so they are not readily
frayed and are capable of sealing out water.
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3. 3 Endurance Operation

3. 3. 1 Procedure. This phase of the test consisted of vehicle operation
on various test courses to determine the endurance limit of the vehicle and
to evaluate ease of maintenance as well as economy. Operation on the various
courses was accomplished in approximately 500-mile cycles at maximum course
speeds commensurate with course condition and safety.

Sec'Lrity from detection, OPM 60-55, was requested in the test
directive, but it was decided by Army Tank Automotive Center to perform this
test on a forthcoming pilot model. Also, no formal mobility test (OPM 60-85)
was conducted. This was also deferred to b.' conducted on the next pilot
vehicle.

The vehicle was lubricated and the track was adjusted according to
technical manual specifications throughout the test. At odometer 1238,
cambered-suspension road-wheel arms were install~d and the spade struts and
locks were replaced. The spade was also modified to accept the 24-inch spade
extensions. The cambered suspension was removed after 170 miles of operation
due to premature component failure.

At odometer 1414, eight shoe-track sections were installed in each
track for test purposes. These and the original shoes were periodically
measured for track wear.

The winterization kit was installed at odometer 1795. A replacement
howitzer and recoil mechanism were installed on the vehicle for part of the test
while the original units were at Rock Island Arsenal for other tests.

The track bands were shipped to Detroit Arsenal at odometer 3434
for rebuilding on 20 December 1962 and returned on 8 January 1963.

A final inspection was performed on the vehicle. The vehicle was
then repainted and the latest-design gun tube, recoil, and sighting system
installed. General-view photographs were taken and the vehicle was released
to the Artillery Division.

3. 3. 2 Results.

3. 3. 2. 1 General. Total accumulated mileage was as follows:

Odometer at completion of test 4177
Odometer at beginning (as received) 115

Total 4062

A summary of operations is shown in Table I.
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Table I. Operation Summary in miles

Hard surface 1003
Hills (Churchville) 1000
Cross-country (Perryman) 1008
Gravel 1000
Amphibious 51

Total 4062

Total fuel consumption 815.9 gal
Oýer.al, fudlconeumption 4.97 mpg
Oil consumption to odometer 2611 0

A list of defects is shown in Table II.

Table II. Defects

SNL Group Item No. of Defects

01 Engine 4
03 Fuel system 1
04 Exhaust 2
06 Electrical 4
07 Transmission 1
09 Propeller, haft, 1

13 Tracks and suspension 6
14 gontrols 3
15 'rame and brackets 2
17 Fenders, guards, shields 2
18 Hull and cab 4
20 Recoil spade 1
22 Miscellaneous accessories 4 1
30 OVE 2

A summary of defects is included in Appendix G.
A maintenance engineering report is in Appendix E.

3.3.32.2 Fuel Consumption. The over-all fuel consumption rate for the
4062 miles of endurance operation was 4.97 mpg. Periodic checks indicated
a range of 6.69 to 4.06 mpg on the various test courses.

3.3.2.3 Oil Drainage, Engine and Transmission. The procedure of draining
the engine and transmission oils directly into the vehicle hull and then into
a drain pan under the vehicle was very impractical. This was due to the fact
that hull drain holes were not aligned with engine and transmission drain
plugs. It is impossible to clean out all the oil in the hull and this remain-
ing oil then becomes a potential fire hazard. Pilot vehicles No. 5 and 6 are
to have this condition remedied.
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3. 3.2. 4 Track Wear. Periodic track-wear measurements indicated that the
tracks wore at a slightly faster rate when they were new. An over-all wear
rate of approximately 0. 15 inch per 1000 miles of operation resulted. Com-
plete trac!:-wear data are included in Appendix C.

3. .•-2. 5 Cambered Suspension. At odometer 1238, the road-wheel arms,
sprocket hubs, and shock absorbers were replaced. The new road-wheel
arms were designed to cause the second and third road wheels to have a
caraber pitch resulting in more even road-wheel loading and wear on the
tracks.

After 170 miles of operation, the No. 3 right road-wheel arm
failed (Figure 5). Since spare parts were not available, the original
suspension components were reinstalled.

Figure 5: Failed Experimental Road-Wheel Arm.

3.3.2.6 Tube and Screen Assembly, Engine-Oil Pickup. The engine-oil
4,ickup tube and screen assembly (Figure 6) broke during hilly cross-country
operation. -The vehicle oil pressure would drop to about 5 psi and the
engine would cease operation when attempting to climb a hill. Oil pressure
returned to about 40 psi when operating on level terrain.

The wall thickness of the tube was 0.065 inch. A replacement
tube and screen assembly, which had the same wall thickness, was installed
and. operations continued satisfactorily for the remainder of the test.

This failure was prevalent when testing the ItL51 1/4-ton truck.
TIhc assembly was then modified to prevent the part from failing. However,
as the assembly which failed was of this modified type, further modifications
are required.
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This same type of failure was experienced on XMI04 vehicles
tested at other installations.

A reinforcing brace has been added to the oil pickup and
tube assembly used on pilot vehicles No. 5 and 6 in an attempt to
eliminate this failure.

Figure 6: Failed Engine-Oil Pickup Tube.

3. 3.2.7 Tracks. Cracks, cuts, and bubbles were noted in the rubber bands
at 2600 miles. During cross-country operation at odometer 3098, the inside
track band of an 8-shoe section in the left track failed. The break was
14-1/2 inches from the front of the section. The two track shoes inuediately
behind the break in the band were also damaged. A section of used track was
installed to permit continued operation.

While operating on the paved course at odometer 3388, the
right track began bumping against the underside of the vehicle. It was
found that the steel cables were pulling out of the rubber band on the
outside of the track.

Both tracks were shipped to Army Tank Automotive Center for
inspection and rebuild and then returned to Aberdeen Proving Ground for
additional operation. Army Tank Automotive Center personnel attributed
the track failures to insufficient rubber encasing the cables.
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After the rebuilt track had operated 312 miles, six center
guides of the left track failed (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Failed Center Guides in Left Track.

The vehicle had been operating on the level cross-country
course on frozen ground and was having difficulty maneuvering between
large ruts made by an M60 tank. The left tracks were on the lower side
of a slope when the track came off. The No. 4 road wheel was damaged also.
Replacement guides and a new road wheel were installed. The tracks com-
pleted the remainder of the test without further failures.

Pilot vehicles No. 5 and 6 will employ redesigned tracks having
cast center guides and thicker rubber sections encasing the cables.

3. 3. 2.8 Alternator. An alternator failure, discovered at the end of
endurance operation (odometer 4177), resulted in loss of battery charge.
This is a serious defect since loss of electrical power means loss of
engine operation. This failure probably resulted from attaching a slave
starter in reverse polarity, a failure which can be eliminated by the
addition of a simple circuit breaker.

3. 3. 2.9 Air-Cleaner Element. During a 750-mile maintenance check at
odometer 3099, it was found that the adjustable mounting flange was not
fitting properly against the air cleaner. The flange, which is metal, had
been tightened against the end of the air-cleaner element, which is rubber,
and caused the element to be deformed preventing a proper seal. Dust
entered through the gap and had contaminated the engine. It is impossible
to know positively how many times the improper installation of the air
cleaner had been accomplished prior to odometer 3099. Excessive oil con-
sumption necessitated engine replacement at odometer 3302.
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Because of the confined area in which the air-cleaner element
must be installed and the poor design of the present mounting flange, con-
sideration should be given to procuring a new type of flange. The new
flange should seal out all impurities and not deform the cleaner element
when it is tightened down.

3.3.2.10 Stowage Facilities. The stowage facilities on the vehicle,
except for the compartment in the spade, are satisfactory. During amphib-
ious operations or on muddy or dusty courses, it was obvious that the
spade compartments were not sealed properly to prevent the entry of water,
mud, or dust.

3. 3. 2. 11 Steering System. Steering of the vehicle was found to be
generally acceptable; however, a new driver had to familiarize himself to
the steering sensitivity. It was felt that a smaller capacity steer unit
could be considered for this vehicle. The following items within the steer-
control system require improvement:

a. Steering-Linkage Cross Shaft. After about 1000 miles of
operation, it became increasingly difficult to turn the
steering wheel when attempting to turn the vehicle. Within
a very short time it was impossible to steer the vehicle.
The shaft (Figure 8) was removed. It had become covered
with dirt and other foreign matter and was binding so that
it would not rotate when steering was attempted.

A grease fitting should be installed in the housing to
prevent further deficiencies of this nature.

Figure 8: Steering-Linkage Cross Shaft.
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b. Steering Column Spring. At odometer 2845, while operating
on the level cross-country course the steering column would
fall to the floor whenever the driver applied any forward
pressure on the steering wheel. It was found that the
spring which provides tension on the steering-column latch
had become too weak to maintain the column in the upright
position. A new spring was installed. A stringer spring
should be employed in this location.

3. 3. 2. 12 Human Engineering. Throughout the endurance operation, the
comfort, efficiency, and ease of operation for the crew were observed and
no objectionable characteristics were noted.

3. 3. 2. 13 Vibration. A number of conditions and failures could be at-
tributed to vehicle vibration.

a. Road-Wheel Lug Nuts. These nuts became loose and re-
quired frequent tightening.

b. Fire-Control Sights. During artillery tests bore-sight
retention was difficult, probably due to induced vibration.

c. Gun-Travel Lock. During firing, the gun-travel lock is
pivoted out of the way by the use of two through-holes in
the travel-lock legs. Two bolts extend through these holes
and secure the travel lock to the vehicle. Because of this
clearance between the hole and bolt, the holes elongated
from the constant vibration of the gun during vehicle
operation (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Elongated Holes in Gun-Travel Lock.
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d. Ammunition Storage Compartments. Cracks occurred in the
corners of the ammunition storage compartments from the
outside corner of the metal to the bolt holes (Figure 10).
These compartments were loaded with a simulated payload
for the endurance operation.

Figure 10: Right-Side Ammu- Figure 11: Driver's Protcctivc
nition-Storage Compartment. Panel.

e. Driver's Protective Panel. The driver's protective panel
cracked (Figure 11). In addition, the support paneling
near the left side rear seat-latch handle and the right
side front seat inboard support paneling had cracked ap-
proximately 1/2 inch in the welds. All these cracks were
apparently caused by vehicle vibrations.

f. Engine-0il Pickup Tube and Screen Assembly. Failure of
the tube in this unit is discussed in paragraph 3.3.2.6.
The failure can be attributed to vehicle vibration.

4. CoNCLUSIoNS

It is concluded that:

a. Mhe XMi04 self-propelled howitzer is ready for engineering and
service user tests of the automotive components provided
modifIcatlons are made in those problem area discovered during
this test.

b. Track life is unsatisfactory. A band failure occurred at 3100
miles and impending failure was indicated at 2600 miles (ref

par. 3 2.
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c. The engine-oil pickup tube and screen assembly was unsatisfactory.
Tube failure which occurred was probably a result of vibration
(ref par. 3.3.2.6).

d. The air-cleaner element rubber flange is subject to permanent
deformation and introduces a possible point of entry of dust
into the engine (ref par. 3.3.2.9).

e. Failurc~s of the engine-oil pickup tube and sheet metal components,
elongation of gun travel-lock holes, and inability to maintain
bore-sight retention and proper road-wheel lug torque are attrib-
utable to vehiclr vibration (ref par. 3.3.2.13).

f. The amphibious capabilities of the vehicle are influenced or
limited by the following:

(1) Engine coolant temperatures exceeded the specification limits.
However, indications from high-ambient desert testing are that
a satisfactory cooling system has been developed (ref par.
3.2.2.6).

(2) Drawbar pull in water is very limited; a maximum pull of 190
pounds was attained. The use of water vanes for more effective
propulsion produced no significant improvement (ref par. 3.2.2.3).

(3) Maneuverability is affected by the action of the wind on the
flat canvas surfaces which act like sails (ref par. 3.2.2.25).

(4) Engine exhaust is discharged directly into the enclosure formed
by the canvas curtain riser making possible the accumulation of
excessive carbon monoxide concentrations (ref par. 3.2.2.7).

5. RECOIW2ENDATION

It is recommended that the XMI04 self-propelled howitzer undergo
Engineer and Service tests after appropriate modifications are made in
those problem areas revealed during this test.
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LLtCo1,. Ord Corps
Deputy Director for
Engineering Testing
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AITENDIX A

HEADQUhRTERS mcleSay/ad/35167
UNITED STATES ARMY ORDNANCE TANK-AUTONTIV2 CMUIAND

1501 BEARD, DETROIT 9, MICHIGAN

tn Reply Refer To$
kmec-m 30 April 1962

8UBDJCTs Test Directive for Howitxer, Light,.
S.P., 105MM, X0K-104

T08 Commanding General
Aberdeen Proving Ground
ATTENTION. Mr. Noble
Aberdeen, Maryland

1. The following is the development teat directive for imrk
to be performed at Wainwright, Yuma, and Aberdeen Proving Ground#.
for the purpose of determining the suitability of the XK-104 Wespon
Systeo Xor combined Engineering and Service test.

2. This test plan has been' developed with the'co•peration of
Mr. H. Noble, Mr. J. Byrne, Mr. D. Nialora, during the two-day
meeting at OTAC on 25-26 April. It is, in the opinion of OTAC and
yoW representatives, feasible and, under the circmstancea, the
moat direct approach to early type classification.

3. it was estimated at the meeting on 25 April that the coat
of the necessary development testing will be in the neighborhood of
$150.000. it is requested that your proving ground supply this, cook-
mand with separate coat estimates for each of the sites so that the
ancessary program authority can be furnished. This authority should
be available early in July.

4. Purpose of Test. As indicated In paragraph 1, the purpose
of these development tests is to prove the adequacy of the vehicle
for engineering and user tests. This plan has been formulated so
that maximum use of these tests may be made in lieu of additional
engineering tests. By this method, only minor supplumeatary teaste
need be made at the conclusion of the developmental phaset, 'ad mW-.
an use of the time available will be made.
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ORDMC-RZE 30 April 1962
SUBJECTs Test Directive for Howitzer, Light,

S.P., 105MM, XM-104

5. Priority: 1A - 39th on Ordnance Corps Priority List

6. Backgrounds The XM-104 is a highly mobile self-propelled,
full tracked, 105M howitzer. It is capable of being transported
by HC-lB Helicopter or assault aircraft and delivery by airdrop.
The vehicle carries a crew of four, and is designed to provide close
in artillery support. The chassis is of riveted aluminum construc-
tion with no superstructure and with an independently mounted gun
at the rear of the chassis. The gun is fired manually and is tra-
versed mechanically and elevated hydro-mechanically. During travel
and when not in operation, the gun tube is supported by a cradle
fastened to the forward edge of the vehicle. A mechanically opera-
ted spade, mounted at the rear of the vehicle, and a set of hydrau-
lic suspension lock-outs anchor the vehicle during firing.

a. The vehicle power pack consists of the following compo-
nents: A four cylinder, in line, liquid cooled, gasoline engine as
used in the M-151, a 5 speed manual syncro-mesh transmission with
disc clutch, and the GS100-3 geared steer unit as used in the T-114
vehicle.

b. The suspension system uses a band track driven by front
mounted sprockets. Four dual mounted roadwheels on each side of the
vehicle are individually sprung by torsion bars. The first and
fourth roadwheels on each side are provided with shock absorbers and
the front three roadwheels on each side have hydraulic lock-out cy-
linders. The fourth roadwheel is used to adjust the track tension.

c. Developmental tests on this vehicle were conducted on
two test rigs, one for automotive and endurance testing, and the
other for firing tests. Further tests were conducted on a mock-up
of the power train and engine compartment. These included cooling
tests and component tests.

7. Pilot Delivery for Tests

a. Pilot #1 will go to Erie Ordnance Depot for development
tests (coordinated with your proving ground at meeting on 25 April
1962).

b. Pilot #2 will be delivered to the Yuma Test Station
between 15-20 July 1962. Development tests on. this pilot should be
completed by October so that the data derived from these tests can
be incorporated in Pilot #4.

2
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OaD=c-R 30 April 1962
8UUJ3CTs Test Directive for Hovitaer, Light,

S.P., 105304, XH-104

c. Pilot #3 will be delivered to APM on 15 August 1962.
Completion of these development teats by January 1963 will allow
the data obtained to be used, to some extent, in the production of
Pilots *5 and #6. Pilots #5 and #6 will then be directed for en-
gineering and service tests. For these tests it is requested your,
proving ground develop a coordinated test plan with this User.
OTAC desires to participate in your coordination and notification
of developments would be appreciated.

d. Pilot #4 is to be delivered to Ft. Wainwright on
15 November 1962 for Arctic testing through March 1963.

e. Final disposition of the vehicles will be determined
by the project engineer at the conclusion of the tests.

8. Procedures The following tests, as outlined in the Ord-
nance Proof Manual (OPl) are required for complete evaluation of
the weapon system. Site of tests is one of the coordinated deci-
sions of the April 26th meeting. The extent of each test will be
sufficient for determination of readiness of the weapon system for

asineering and service tests.

Enineerin a Performance Tests

AsG Yuma Arctis

011 60-15 Characteristics X X

OP 60-20 Deficiency Reports X X X

O1PM 60-25 mechanical inspection X X X

011 60-30 Preliminary Operation X X X

011 60-40 Vehicle Fuel Consuisp- X X X
tion Test

OPM 60-45 Maintenance X X X

OP 60-50 Standard Obstacles X

OP1 60-55 security from Detection X

3
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ORDMC-REE 30 April 1962
SUBJECT: Test Directive for Howitzer, Light,

S.P., 105M., XK-104

Engineering & Performance Tests

APO YUMA AICTIrC

OPM 60-60 Load Distribution and X
Ground Pressure

OPM 60-65 Center of Gravity X

OPM 60-71 Braking X

OPM 60-72 Drawbar Pull X X

OPM 60-73 Power Losses X

OPM 60-74 Acceleration and Max.-Min. X
Speeds

OPM 60-75 Steering X X X

OPM 60-80 Gradeability & Side X X
Slope

OPM 60-85 Mobility X X X

OPM 60-95 Cooling X

OPM 60-100 Vehicle Shock & Vibra- X X
tion

OPM 60-105 Toxic Fumes (X X

OPM 60-110 Stowage X X X

OPH 60-115 Endurance Test Combat X X X
Vehicles

OPM 60-130 Amphibious Vehicles X

OPM 60-150 Electrical System X

OP1 60-170 Tracks & Suspension X X X
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ODU)MC-3E 30 April 1962
sUsrJi•8 Test Directive for Howitzer. Light,

S.P., 105164, X04-104

Enainerng & Performance Tots

APO 1 AR~tIC

OCM 60-175 Radio Interference Tests X

OlM 60-185 Gun Control System X X

OPM 60-200 Functional Firing X X X

OP4 60-205 Weapon system Performance X X X

OP14 60-210 Boresight Retention x

OPH 60-270 night Performance x

OlM 60-280 Accuracy Firing X x X

0116 60-301 Field Cold Staring & x
Warm Up

OPM 60-302 Personnel Heating Systems X

011 60-305 Human Engineering X X x

OPC 60-390 Ordnance Proving Ground x X X
Technical Reports - Formal

OPM 60-391 Ordnance Proving Ground X x X
Technical Reports - Memo

0116 60-392 Ordnance Proving Ground X X x
Technical Reports - Firing

The above tests are not necessarily listed In the order Ln
which they are to be performed and may be supplemented at my tiew
by additional tests deemed necessary to the vehicle evalustion.

5
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ORDMC-REE 30 April 1962
SUBJECTI Test Directive for Howitzer# Light,

S.p., 105MM. XO-104

9. Photooraphic Coveraqe, Still and motion pictures will be
taken as required to document significant failures and deficiencies,
and to illustrate vehicle tests.

10. Reports, Weekly memo report$ will be required. Formal re-
ports will be made at the end of each phase.

11. It is requested that this Command be continually advised of
the test schedule so that representatives from this Command can be
at the various test sites to observe critical portions of the test-
ing.

12. Spare parts other than those classed as Ordnance Standard
Parts will be furnished by OTAC, R&D, upon request by the testing
agency.

13. Characteristic sheets for this vehicle will be supplied
to Aberdeen Proving Ground. Motes on Development Type Materiel will
be furnished as soon as they become available.

14. Components that fail during tests are to be properly marked
and shipped to OTAC, R&D, Detroit Arsenal, to the attention of the
XH-104 Project Officer.

FOR THE CONMAUD3Rs

Ch "rgr, X13104/2 Weapon System

6
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APPIMIDX B

S18-OO1-C474-P/ORD-63: Three-Quarter left Front View Vehicle in
Firing Position.
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s18-OO1-C475-P/oRD-63: Twenity-Four' Inch Vertical Wall.
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S-18-Oo0-C476-P/ORD-63: Crossing 36 Inch Ditch.
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81-ool-469-P/oRD-63: Right Side View Vehicle in Travel Position.
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S18-OO1-473-T/ORD-63: Vehicle in Travel Position.
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s18-ool-1472-T/oRD-63: Three-Quartr Rear View, RL&Ut. Vehicle in

Travel Positicii
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APPENDIX C

Track-Wear Data

Track Measurements (Average of '1•Trc ir.ce .. 3YL• t, +1/64)

Grouser Height, inches
Odometer Left Track Right Track
Reading Outside Center Inside Outside Center Inside

a 1 2 38  1. 573 1. 576 1. 560 1. 552 1. 529 1. 493

1748 1.375 1.459 1.364 1,411 1.447 1.312
2519 1. 292 1. 313 1. 208 1. 276 1. 292 1. 209
3099 1.208 1.270 3.146 1.166 1.273 1.1o4
3701 i.1o4 1.208 1.000 1.125 1.229 l.o63

b1414 1. 563 1. 563 1. 563 1. 563 1. 563 1. 563
1748 1.438 1.500 1.438 1.438 1.500 1. 375
2519 1.375 1. 438 1. 313 1. 375 1. 438 1. 313
3099 1.250 1. 344 1. 156 1. 219 1. 344 1. 156

aOriginal track.
bEight shoe-track sections installed at 1414 miles.
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APPIDIX D

Laboratory Report

A~IG!IY3 =ZUGI LJOPAWYIUKS
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1. TI'1ODUcTIMOI

1.1 ObJect of Test

To perform maphibious and standard fuel course tests of Uovitser,
Light, Self-Pzopelled, 105 HM, XMlO), Pilot No. 3.

2. RMULTB

2.1 Specific

Fuel econoer of i4. 57 to 6.15 mn was realized during standard f•el
*ourse operations within the 9.7 to 22.6 mph road epsed range.

Water speeds, reeorded while negotiating a 1000 foot course, were as

follow:

Gear V/Water vanes - ph v/o Water Vanes -

Vater - 3 2.51 , 0 S 0 rim 2.51 0 4OM rja

water - 4 2.53 0 2750 rim 2.48 0 2750 rpm

Land - 3 2.62 0 3300 ri 2.60 0 3300 ri

Fuel was consumed at the rate of 4.75 to 4.95 gal/hr during the full

throttle amphibious operations.

Drmvawr pull developed with the vehicle afloat was an ftol :

0ear Draubar Pull Lb
v/Water Vanes v W/O Water Vos -

Water - 3
2)O0 rym 90
2500 0sa 130 95

3000 rs 135 U5

3500 rm 160 135
hm0 rys 1.80 160

Water - 4

2750rpm 180 160

Lend - 3

3300 rpm 190 180

2
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The vehicle was able to enter the vater at an entrance angle of 170
and leave at an exit angle of 13.5' vithout encountering a noticeable
difficulties.

Complete cooling data are presented on Sumary Data Sheet 11. 62-117-1.
Critical cwponent temperatures recorded during ful throttle operations in
water - I4 Sear at 2750 rom vere as follows:

Water Out of Engine - l42*F above ambient Vith 7 psi Pressue osf

Tranmission Oil (Sump) - 126* above ambient

Engine Oil to Cooler - 125"F above ambient

Gear Steer Oil to Cooler - lii4V above ambient

2.2 Discussion

Amphibious tests vere conducted in the Spesutia Narrows where vater
depth varied frcm 10 to 14 feet and water currents did not exceed 0.5 mph.

Maximum vater speed vas recorded in leand - 3 gearj however, vehicle
maneuverability was considerably better in the water gear ranges. Since the
overall speed variation among the three best gear ranges selected was net
appreciable, It Is recmended that water - 4 gear be utilized for better
vehicle control, lover fuel consumption, and lees engine noise.

Turning radius data vere not obtained vith the vehicle afloat due
to adverse effects of vindage and tide. Although stability of the DnLOh
was considered satisfactory, difficulty was experienced vhen attempting to
maneuver into the prevailing wind. The flat surface of the canvas mnlosure
may be likened to sails, being an advantage or disadvantage depending upen
wind direction relative to the vehicle and direction of vehicle travel.
From general observation of vehicle performance, minimum turning radii will
be obtained In vater - 1 gear vith due allovance for prevailing vid and
water currents.

Full throttle cooling test data reveals that the engine coolant
temperature va, excessive. A water temperature of l194F with the vehlel
Immersed in water and an ambient air temperature of only 52*7 indicates that
a serious cooling problem exists with this vehicle.

The engine exhaust is discharged directly into the vehicle during
amphibious operations. Although the vehicle is completely open, operating
personnel may still inhale relatively large amounts of carbon monoxide.
A "CO" concentration in excess of 0.1$ was recorded at the right rear
personnel seat. It was necessary to install extra piping to direct the
exhaust gases out of the inclosure during these tests. Consideration sheuld
be given to modifying the present exhaust configuration for deep water fordt"g
A 00 level of 0.01% is aeceptedj however, an degree of contsmination, no
matter hm slight, has adverse affects on military personnel operating effiieseay.

3
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3. DMU.A Of M8

3.1 Description of Material

The =04 is a light wight tracked vehicle with gmphiblous
capabilities. It is powered by a 4 cylinder, liquid-cooled gasoline engim,.
Pover is tranmitted through a 5 speed synbramesh tranmission and a tvo
speed Model -8100-3 steer unit.

4. COcLUSwOM

The most acceptable overall amphibious performance vil3 be realised
In the water gear ranges, vater - 1 gear for mlnimia turning, vater - 4 pear
for speed and overall performance.

Vehicle maneuverability is depndeant upon windage and water currenas
vhile afloat.

fnine coolant temperature failed to comply vith general military
vehicle cooling specifications outlined I:n A 705-15.

Carbon nozide concentrations withia the anva aeInclosure were
considered excessive.

5. RCOGNKMTIONS

Investigate engine coolant temperature characteristies further MAn
modify cooling system as required to reduce operating temperatures.

Jodifty exhaust piping for fording operations*

OUMKITTE:

Engineer

RZVMDM: APPROVZD:

1.17. R.-V 41
Acting Chief Chef
Field Ugineering eet Automotive Ugineeria laboratory
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,HOWTTR, LIHoT, SEY-PROPELLED, 105 M1, x=0o4

NUNM36 T OF UL THROTTLE COOLING UTS DURING AMPEMMIOUB OPIPATIOU

Gear - Water- 4

lagine Sjeed 2750 rpm

Track Speed 3 - 12-4 1 mph

Temperature oF

Water Out of Engline

Water to Enie 187

Transmission Oil Stop 178

Fuel at Carburetor 72

Induction Air 64
Engine Oil to Cooler 177

Engine Oil From Cooler 162

Steer Oil to Cooler 196

Steer Oil From Cooler 157
Cooling Air ILet (Above Steer Unit) 62 - 76
Cooling Air to Radiator 1122 - 1

Cooling Air to Radiator 165 - 180

Cooling Air to Radiator 103 - 315

Cooling Air From Radiator 167 - 164

Cooling Air From Radiator 17) - 192

Cooling Air From Radiator i60 - 170

Cooling Air From Engine Oil Cooler 172 - 182

Cooling Air From Engine Oil Cooler 167 - 174

Cooling Air From Gear Steer Oil Cooler 162 - 172

Cooling Air From Gear Steer Oil Cooler 157 - 164

Ambient 52
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APPENDIX E

Maintenance Engineering Report

MAINTENANCE ENOIN=ERING OFFIEz

AUTOMOTIVE DIVISION

DEVELOPMENT AND PROOF SERVICES

ABERDEEN PROVING OROUND, MARYLTND

PROJECT No 1 4270/865

DAT~E 19 April 1963 REPORT Nos fEO-18-63

MAINTENANCE EVALUATION OF

OWzITZ1R. LIGHT, SELF-PROPELIED

1O5-0Am XM104

USA REG No. 12T431

DATE OF TESTs 12 Oot 62 to 31 Jan 63
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ME of X•l04

USA #12T431

1. INTRODUCTION

The object of this study was to determine the amount and type of
maintenance required during a 4000-mile endurance toet and to suggest
changes to reduce or simplify maintenance.

2. DESCRIPTION OF MATERIEL

The X9104 is being developed to provide a close-support, 105-mm
howitzer of minimum size and weight. This 8600-lb track vehicle has a
ground pressure of only 3.14 psi, and will swim inland waters. A 1O5-mn
howitzer is mounted at the rear of the hull and can be traversed 22-1/2
to the left or right. The X104 uses a modified 1151 1/4-ton truck engine
and the same steer-brake unit used in the M114 and M116 vehicles. The
synohro-mesh transmission is the only major power train component not
used in other military vehicles.

Six development vehicles are to be built in two groups. The seond
group of two vehicles will incorporate changes recommended by tests of
the first group c four. This report concerns a vehicle in the first group.

3. IDTAILS OF TEST

3.1 PROCEDURE

Records were kept of the maintenanoe required as a result of 4037 miles
of endurance test. Only maintenance pertinent to field operations was con-
sidered, and time expended in engineering inspections, modifioations, await-
ing parts, or by other administrative delays is not included. Replacing
a serviceable unit with another of different design is considered modifioation.

3.2 RESULTS

3.2.1 OENERAL

The maintenance criteria for track vehioles, as given in MIL-STD-1228
21 September 1962, requires that vehicles meet the following standards$

(a) 5000 miles without field or depot maintenance.

(b) Total scheduled and non-soheduled maintenance manhours shall
not exceed 20% of the operating hours. The criteria considers track
vehicles to travel at 10 mph.

A record was kept of the maintenance required for 4037 miles. The
10 mph track vehicle speed assumed by MIL-STD-1228 would have resulted in
403.7 operating hours. An allowance of 20% of this time for both scheduled
and non-soheduled maintenance would permit 80.7 hours of maintenance. The
average actual speed during the test was 14.3 mph, resulting in 272.5
operating hours and permitting 54.5 maintenance manhours. The total main-
tenanes required at all echelons was 186.2 manhours, or more than tWias that
permitted by either Interpretation of the Military Standard.
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M of X2104
USA #12T431

The X1104 tested required field or depot maintenance twice for
radiator repair, and ones each for repair to the clutch release lover
support trunnion, the transmission shift lever, and the engine manifold.
Of the 156.3 manhours of non-soheduled maintenance, 95 were expended on
the power pack, 58 on the tracks and suspension, and the remaining 3 man-
hours on the remainder of the vehicle.

Table I. MAINTENANCE DATA SUMMARY
(Timen are listed in hours)

1. Velocity, the average speed on all courses throughout the
test. This speed does not include time when the vehicle
was stopped or idling. 14.8 mph

2. jeliabilitf
a. Total time (10V1)s operating time plus maintenance

time (except depot). The vehicle ia considered to be
either operating or being maintaiaed. Administrative
delays, or those caused by modifioations, engineering
inspections, or instrumentation are not Included. 381.5

b. Time in use 272.5
o. % of time in uses the percentage of tutal time that the

vehiole ojuld operate 71%
d. Time in use sad scheduled maintenance 301,7
e. % of time in nse and scheduled maintenances the % of

total time the commander could have used the vehicle 79%
f. Non-soheduled maintenance 79.8
g. % of time in non-soheduled maintenanoe 21%
h. Average operating hours between neoeosarT jobe the

average time the vehicle (or oomponent) could operate
between malfunctions that prevented usage° This does
not include stops for driver servioire or scheduled
maintenance
I Orcganizsat ional 13.6

Field 90.8
Depot 136.3

3. Amount of Mintenance
a. Maintenanoe manhours necessary within each echelon per

operating hour

1 Driver -07
2 Organiiational scheduled .04

Crganizational non-Boheduled .50
Field .05
Depot *02

b. Maintenunce manhours in all echelons per 100 miles 4.6
o. Average operating hours between iched maints

(1) Driver servioin&s the avorace time between stolj
by the driver to infipeotp or replenish.
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33 of X1104

USA #012431

Table I. (CONTINUED)

3. Amount of Mintenance - Continued
o. (1) Continueds -

The necessity to stop was based upon the driveis ob-
servation and experience. 3.7

(2) crgmnisationals time spent in oleaning the vehicle
is not included, 21.0

4, its* of Maintenance

so Average length of each stoppages the average duration
of stoppage in various echelons of maintenance, that
is, the speed with whioh the job was done and the vehicle
returned to use. The amount of maintenance (in 3 above)
is given in manhours, whereas ease of maintenance Is
expressed in downtimeo
1 Diver servicing 03
•2 Oganizational sohed maint o7
Organizational non-scheduled 3.6
4 Field 2.3
Depot 2*0

b, The total time the vehioleo or its components, were re-
moved from use by maintenance at all echelons per ,710 miles 2.8

11 •t Course_ Mileage
Maintenance records were kept during 4037 miles of endurance

testing. The .!ileage was as follows$

(2) ravel road 1000
Hilly cross-country 1000

4 Paved 978
5) Indicated amphibious 51
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NI of X1)04
USA #12T431

3.2.2 SPECIFIC

3.2.2.1 ENGIN

a. Power pack replacement requires 2 men 2-1/2 hours. This is twice
as long as the time required to replace the power pack of an 160 Tanks

b, A driver dropped the engine oil dipstiok into the engine compart-
ment and it could not be recovered until the power pack was removedo

0o The 11151 1/4-ton truck dipstick will not give a correct reading
for the U151 engine used in the X9104, and a special dipstiok is required*
The maintenance manuals should warn drivers and mechanics that a lost or
broken dipstick cannot be replaced with a 1/4-ton truck dipstick0

d. The driver has difficulty in seeing the engine dipstick tube to
insert the dipstick. The driver must replace the dipstick either by re-
moving the engine compartment top oover, or by reaching down through a
3-3/4 x 5-inch opening in the cover and guiding the dipstick into a
1/2-inch diameter hole 11 inches below tho cover. The only light by
which the driver can see must come through the small opening through
which he is reaching0

e. It is difficult to add oil to the engine with the gun tube in
the travel look. The gun tube is 3-3/4 inches above the access door in
the engine compartment cover, and this olearance between the gun and
cover does not permit the driver to open the access door and place an oil
can spout into the engine fill hole. Either the door must be held open
with one hand while oil is added with the other, or the gun must be un-
locked and elevated. Access openings in the engine compartment top cover
could be eliminated, ard the cover modified to permit quick removal. This
would allow the X9104 engine to be serviced in the same manner as the engine
of a wheel vehicle.

3.2.2.2 SUSPENSION

ao The instructions given in the preliminary organizational main-
tenanoe manual for torsion bar removal apply only to unbroken bars. Oen-
erally, maintenance personnel have no reason to remove torsion bars un-
less a bar has broken. Following the procedure given in the manual would
result in removing only the outer portion of a broken bar.

b. Roadwheel nuts loosen during opera ion and require frequent in-
spection and re-tightening, It should be noted that vehicle vibr"tion is
very high. A vibration study of the X1104 might be advantageouso

o, Neither the proliminexy manual on crew maintenance nor that on
organizational maiutitnanoe give information concerning track tension
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ME of XMl04
USA #12T431

adjustment. The neceesity of proper track adjustment is not mentioned in
either manual, nor are direotions given for adjusting the track or for
measuring the adjustmonto

3.2.2.3 H

a* The plugs in the hull sides tuat close the openings into the torsion
bar anchor@ and the look-out oylinders are diffioult to removo and require
a speoial tool. The 1-1/2 inch diameter plugs are sorewed into the hull
and staked in place. The face of each plug is flat with a screw driver slot
and two blind holes 3/16-inch diameter by 5/32-inch deep. One of these plugs
must be removed to replace a broken torsion bar 0  Frozen mud in the mall
holes must be removed to insert a pin spanner wrench* The hull plug. used
on the M60-series tanks can be removed by standard box, open-end, or adjust-
able wrenheos, and are less affected by frosen mud.

b. The power paok must be removed to drain the engine oil, be-
cause the hull has no engine oil drain hole. Attention is called to
this obvious overuight. Time spent in removing the power pack solely
for engine oil draining is not included in the maintenance data.

302o204 W1NTERIZATION KIT

The winterization closure must be taken off to remove the power
pack. Two men require 1/2-hour to remove the olosure and 3/4-hour to
install it 0 The closure is made of can vas supported by bowsp and en-
closes the entire upper portion of the vehioloo The closure cannot be
lifted off as an assembly, but must be disassembled and removed in
sections. The winterisation olosure could be modified so that the entire
assemble could be lifted off the vehicle as a sincle unit. The canvas
closure could be lifted easily by the four-man orew.

SUBMITTED BTY APPROVED BYi

ROBERT CASSILLY. "IRALD J. HARB
Maintenance G"CAPT ORDC
Technician Chief, Mhint Eng

Offioe, D&PS, APO
Maryland
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MAINTENANCE
DEFECT RECORD

19 April 63

D&O.CA .4. MO-APO-XM104-1 P. 0srard

ITLM UNUDEK EST _

V H. H Iowitsers Self-Propelled, M0104 A EG . NO 12AII1

k) . Wr IN4LIDLENT _____________ OUUjMLTER:______ PARI MILILAGEý

01H.1, 0EkNY 4RITCOM ING IMPRUOVEMENT S D315GN j MANUF'ACTURINGE

'N Id .k 0U ) NOMENCLATURE PAkT NO.

0106 Engine Oil Dipatick

PROBI•E Engine dipstick cannot be retrieved if dropped into the engine oom-
partrnent.

SYNOPSISs A driver dropped. the engine oil Lipstiok into the engine compartment
and it could not be recovered until the power pack was removed,

BUGCRSTED CORRECTIVE ACTIONs -Una a light chain to attach the dipatiok to
the engine*

SUBMITTED BY APPROVED BY $

1033!? CASSILLY QIGEALD J. HARBER
maintenance v CAPT ORDO
Teohnician Chiefp Maint Ing

Offioe D&PS. APO
Maryland
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MAINTENANCE
DEFECT RECORD

DA I 19 April 63

I. I r. C T N 0 M10-APO-X1l04-2 I. N Ps G e L I Oorard

' 1 . M U N 11 E H T F. T

V.k. HCL . Howitserg Self-Propelled, X=04 x L,. o 12'1'431

1 1 E OF IN(CILNT ODOMETLR_ _ PART MILEAGE

Ik, 1C.Ik.N NOY 1: HUR'I COMING. I MPROVEMENiTS D IESI"N MANUIFACTURIN G

',N U I.kOP NOMLNCLATURE PART NO.

0106 Engine Oil Dipstiok

PROBLEM. M151, 1/4-ton truck engine dipstick cannot be used on XM104.

8TNOPSISs The M151, 1/4-ton truck engine oil dipstick will not give a
correct reading for the M151 engine used in the XM104p a special dUpstick

•is required.

BUGOESYTD CORRECTIVE AOTIONo The maintenance manuals should warn drivers and
mechanics thst modifioation of the U151 engine requires the use of a different
dipstick in the X1049

SUUWPTTED BY. APPROVUD BY$

0,-VIRALD J. BARBER
Maintenance 'V CiPT ORDO
Techniolan Chieft Maint In#

Office, Df?8, APO

Maryland
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MAIENANCE

DEFECT RECORD

1 19 April 63

01. C V ) NEO-A•PO-XMl04-3 N Q I ', L L Oez'urd

1 L I UN[11 Ik k '_ L _ST

vIowltser# Self-PropelleA. XX104. M1.. N .. 12241

, , I. N I k .! NI I. __________ UDOM ETfK• ._ _ _ IPAkC MILEI AG E

N " I ,iI COMING ImpkOVEMENIrs UESIGN W MANUFA( 1UMING

,t *.R, *iP' NOM ENC LATURE PART NO.

0106 Engine Oil Dipstick

PROBLEMi Engine dipstick replacement difficult.

STIOPeei! The driver has difficulty in replacing the engine oil dipstiok in
the dipstiok tube. To replace the diputiokp the driver must either remove
the engine compartment top ooverp or reach down through a 3-3/4 x 5-inch
opening in the cover and guide the dipatick into a 1/2-inoh diameter hole 11
inches below the cover. The only light by which the driver can aes the hole
must come through the small opening in the cover.

SUOCESTED CORRECTIVE ACTIONs Eliminate all access openings in the engine
oomWpartment top cover and modify the cover to permit it to be removed as
quickly as the hood of a wheel vehiole.

SUWITTED BY i APPROVED BM a

ROniUcT s CAy A4CUUALI J. HWEZE
Maintenance ORDC
Technician Chief, Haint ng

Office, D&PS, APO
Maryland
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MAINU ENANCE

DEFECT RECORD

il9 April 63

L, F - .. k ;.T N,. ...W.- - 104-4 . N G I :, k. L. k _Z&_Oar1 rd

I k. M l) N I) t K II. +LS I

v,: ,.IP. 'I Y ,,Howitser, Self-Propelledo XXI04 A .L. K ,. 12%11

1, r L, (,i f IINL) NT I _ _ _Ul) _ C I EOM T E R _ PA R I' M I L E AQ GL

C) K ~ T(tMIN SUGGESTED F
PMN LMRO VEMENTS DLIG r- 5 M A NU rA GI'U KIN Q

NN Z. M LE' NU CNC .ATU k.L PAkT NO.

0106 Engine Oil Fill

PROBLEM; Gun interferenoe with engine dipstiok and oil fill

SYNOPSIS It is difficult to add oil to the engine with the gun tube in the
travel look. The gun tube is only 3-3/4 inches above the engine oil access
door in the engine compartment cover, and there is suffiolent clearEnce
between the gun and the cover to open the access door and place an oil can
spout into the engine fill hole. Either the door must be hold open with one
hand while oil is added with the other, or the gun must be unlocked and elevated.

SUGIGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTIONa Modify the engine compartment cover to permit
easy removal of the cover to servios the engine, rather than by reaching through
aOOess holes in the cover#

SUBMITTED BYi APPROVED BYs

ROBERT CASSILLY L-GEtALD J. RWNER
hinte nance CAPT ORDO
Technician Chief, o ,int Eng

Office, DoPom APO
Maryland
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MAINTENAN•J

DEFECT RECORD

DATr 19 April 63

u POx0--•O-lM104-5 ENO.NELK P

IT ELMI UNDER TEST

VI. L TYP H L owitsOeP Self-Propelled, X1Ml04 RLG NO 129T431

1, 1. UF INcIIhk.NT m ODOM4ETER! PART MILEAGE

I-i W '°SUGGESTED (- ri
I,' • Sk'.NC'Y LJSIIURTCOMING IMPROVEMENTS DESIGN L MANU ACTURING LZG

1NI. G K 0UP NOMENCLATURE PART NO.

1301 Torsion Bars

PROML•e Inadequate torsion bar removal instruotiuns.

SYNOPSISS The instructions given in the preliminary organisational m&intenanoe
manual for torsion bar removal apply only to unbroken bars. Oenerally,
"maintenance personnel have no reason to remove torsion bare unless a bw
has broken. Following the procedure given in the maral would result in
removing only the outer portion of a broken bar.

SUOGZETMD C(RRECTIVT ACTIONs Provide instructions in both the crew and. organ-
isational maintenance manuals for the removal of broken torsion bar@.

SUNIITTED BYa APPROVED BY#

RAMia CASBILLYV L,-ou LDJ RAiN
Maintenance CAPT O
Technician Chiefq Maint Ing

Ctfioo, D&P8 APO
Maryland

E-13



MAINTENANCE

DEFECT RECORD

,,,A,1 . 19 Aptil1 63

DI, k,, L, I. X0-APGO-XM10-6 N. N k.. ..... K +.J~•

Howitser, Self-Propelled, XM104 12T431

ik INI( IIP ... N r __ _Mk.'I V . k _ _ k A ft ki 1 I. L. A G IL

I-i rn ~~SUG k. ST 1I) r -I,:,. N J F] h Ht) k I(CU MING L1 IPkN.)V.MENTS DESIGN LJ MANUI'At.l UkING.

,'I IhIlI NUMr"ACL.AlUREk 1A*k'I N(O

1301 Roadwheel Nuts

PROBL•E Rcadwheel nuts loosen frequently,

STNOPSISa The roadwheel nuts loosen during operation and require frequent
inspeotion and re-tightening. The roadwheel nuts are of the oonventional
design used on all traok ant wheel ve'hiolo. The tibiation of this vehiole
is exoessive.

SUGOESTED CORRoCTIVI ACTION. Redesign the drive sprocket to reduce vehicle
vibration and provide roadwheel nuts that will rmain tight.

SUBMITTED BT a APPROVED BY.

ROBERT CASIL V GERALD J. KARBER
Maintenanoe CAPT ORDC
Teohnioian Chief, Maint W

Offioo, DPN AnPO
Maryland



MAINTENLANCE
DEFECT RECORD

19 April 63
DAT L__________

-3rO. r NO. IMO-APO-XM104-7 LON Gl& 1 N 1E Oeerard

IEM UNDER TLST

Howltserp Belf-Propelled, XM104 k 12T431

11 1 1. V" I Nl) L N T ODOMETER _ PAR I M1I.LAG"

I. N U I;•1 bHOR T COM LNG. IMPROVEMENTS DESIGN L" MANUFACr URING

N . MItEt i NOMENCI- AI URL AT NO.

1303 Track Adjustment

PROBLEMs No procedure given for track adjustment.

SYNOPSISt Neither the preliminary manual on crew maintenance, nor the
preliminarzy manual on organizational maintenanoe give information concerning
track tension adjustment. The necessity of pruper track adjustment Is not
mentioned in either manual, nor are directions given for adjusting the track
or for measuring the adjustment.

SUGOESTED CORRECTIVE ACTIONs Provide traok adjustment instructions in the
crew and organisational maintenance manuals,

SUBMITTED BTY APPROVED BT Y

4,~~~~t CQ ;ý -- .0 (0"'.~ twvo
ROBERT CABSILLY L- GERALD J. ARUBER
Maintenance 4" CAPT RQDC
Technician Chief, haint Eng

Offioe, D0P8 APO
Maryland
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MAINTENANCE

DEFECT RECORD

19 April 63
r, A I L ____________________

1k NO-AP-.XM104-8 F.P. srard

I '. % L L, It rIt.I S { . T

I 1 ,. t , owitser, Self-Propelled, XM=04 _ , 12TAII

tU IN' 1 . N I | __IJUMIr 'K V P *k1 MILILAGL

SGL STEDL lF
N 11.k I'( )MING [ IMPROVLMLNI', ILILSIGN MANUF'AC I U ING

, h, NO MMENCLAILUIKI IAKT NO

1805 Hull Access Plugs

PROBLEMI Bull plugs are difficult to remove.

STNoPSISe The plugs used inz.the hull aides to close the openings into the
anchor ends of the torsion bares and into the look-out cylinders are difficult
to remove and require a special tool. The 1-1/2 inch diameter plug. are
screwed into the hull and staked in place. The faoe of each plug is flat with
a sorew-driver slot and two blind holes 3/16-inch diameter by 5/32-inch deep
for removal. One of these plugs must be removed to replace a broken torsion
bar. Prosen mud in the small holes and slot will have to be removed to turn
a plug.

SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTIONs Provide hull plugs of the same mlse and type
used on the M60•series tanks; The U60 tank plugs have hexagon male drives
and are not affected by frosen mud or water and can be removed by standrd
boxv open-end# or adjustable wrenches.

SUBMITTED BTs APPROVED BT

ROBERT CASSILLY GERALD J./ RAR
maintenance CAPT ORDO
Technician i) Chief, Maint Ing

Offioe• DI&P, APO
Mary land
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MAINTENANCE
DEFECT RECORD

flATE 19 Ar£il 63

) L LC'r N•U. 10"APO-ZMl04-9 LNGOI.L'L L P. Gerard

I'rE M UN 1) E kI• L ST

oY,,t,. Hotsert Belf-Propelled, X_104 E C_ N ,._12T431

I tN. II UL N I ________________ODOM ETER .______ PART MILLAGL

, ILN . b•. TCOMING [g IMPROVEMENTS DESIGN I MANUFACTURING

,I. k toUiV NOMENCLAT URE PART NO.

1805 TI11 D•ain

PROBLEMs No engine drain hole in hull.

STNOPeIei The power paok must be removed to drein the engine oil beonuse
the hull has no &asers hole.

SUOGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTIONs Provide &ooeun holes in the hull floor to allow
oil to be drained from the enginet tranamission, and the stooer-bake unit
without removing these oomponents.

SUWITTED BY, APPROVED BY,

ROBERT CASSILLY ' 4. GERALD J. RAR*
Maint enanoe CAPT ORDC
Teohnioian Chief, Mint Eng

Offioo, D01P4 APO.
Maryland
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MAINTENANCE
DEFECT RECORD

u.~rk. 19 April 63

D LF . C T N 0 I(>APO-DM04-1O ~2I N'L L P. gu~ard,

h. L M U N 11 k: k F k. 4 1

.'. 1. 1 Y P t. Howitse.- Self-Progelled. .. N _12T431

I' I I. (1, 1kt il~. NI _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ O iUOM LTL•K ._________ 1A& MILEAL; .. ,.

S U ; G k: S T k: 1)
I ,NO I VIRIlk)MING I MPROVEM N1. 0 L 1S IGN MANUkA L UKIN(

1 
U..f

H'1,MUE N C NOM NCL, ATUk k PAit'I NO

5049 Winterization Closure

PROBMMs Winterisshon closure must be disassembled for power pack removal

STNOPSIS. The winterisation closure must be taken off to remove the power
pack* Two men require 1/2-hour to remove the closure and 3/4-hour to install
it, The closure in made of canvas supported by bows# and encloses the entire
upper portion of the vehicle. The closure cannot be lifted off anean assembly,
but must be disassembled and removed in sections.

8UOGSTED CORRECTIVE ACTIONs Mo4ify the winterisation closure so that
the entire closure can be lifted off the vehicle as a single unit. The
canvas closure could be lifted easily by the four-man crew*

SU3IITTED BYs APPROVED BYs

ROUZRT CASSILLY I3 R
Maintenanoe CAPT ORDO
Toohniolan . Chief, Maint ft

Office, D&PS, APO
Maryland
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COPY/mvr APPENDIX F

Radio Suppression Report

U. S. ARMY ELECTRONICS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
FIELD STATION NR. I

P. o. Box 6262
Milwaukee 9, Wisconsin

RADIO INTERFERENCE REDUCTION EVALUATION REPORT

SELRA/FS FSI-17-63
4 Mar 63

SUBJECT: Howitzer, Light, SP, 105MM, XM 104, Manufactured by
Detroit Arsenal, Center Line, Michigan

1. SUMMARY:

Interference tests on the subject vehicle revealed that the inter-
ference reduction system applied by the Detroit Arsenal conformed to
the tactical vehicle requirements of MIL-S-10379A.

2. PROJECT DATA:

a. Suppression Specification: MIL-S-10379A

b. Authorization: Letter STEAP-DS-TU, Development and Proof Services,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, 11 Jan 63, subject: "Radio Suppression Tests of
Test Vehicles at APG."

c. Contract: None (Experimental Vehicle)

d. Date & Location of Tests: 14-18 January 1963 at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Maryland.

e. Participating Personnel:

(1) Development & Proof Services, APG:
Mr. E. C. Kotras, Tracked Vehicle Branch
Captain D. E. Heidecker

(2) USAELRDL Field Station Nr. 1, East Coast Detachment:
Mr. Fred B. Alvarez, Project Engineer

3. EQUIPMENT;

a. Description: The XMI04, howitzer, light, SP, 105MM, is an expe-
rimental vehicle utilizing a Ford Model 151 (Ordnance #6754411) four-
cylinder, liquid-cooled, gasoline engine rated 70 HP at 4000 RPM The
engine utilizes a 24-volt battery starting and chatrLing system and an
ignitor (Combination coil-distributor) ignition system. Electrical
accessories include an Ordnance #8763300 bilge pump and M-51321-1
fuel pump.

F-1
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SELRA/FS FS1-17-63
4 Mar 63

b. Radio Interference Producing Devices:

(1) Engine - Ford Model Ml51

(a) Four (4) Spark Plugs - Auto-Lite AR5S

(b) Ignition Unit - Auto-Lite (Ordnance #7044048)

(c) Alternator - Curtiss-Wright 14RO5S24 (DTA #95156)

(d) Regulator - Curtiss-Wright (DTA #95056)

(2) Bilge Pump - Piqua Model 32-17-19 (Ordnance #8763300)

(3) Fuel PUMP Bendix (M-51321-1)

4.

a. Vreliminaria, Exaiaination: A visual examination of the vehicle
revealed no discrepancies in the radio interference reduction system
applied by the Detroit Arsenal.

b. Test Procedure: Tests for radiated interference were conducted
over the frequency range of 0.15 thru 1000.0 megacycles with the antenna
of the test equipment located and oriented as prescribed in the applicable
sub-paragraphs under paragraph 4.3 of the governing specification. Tests
for conducted interference were performed at the slave receptacles of
the vehicle over the frequency range of 1.5 thru 40.0 megacycles.

c. Permissible Limits: The following permissible limits of inter-
ference prescribed by Military Specification MIL-S-10379A were utilized
throughout the investigation:

Test Equipment Frequency"Range Permissible Limits
(Megacycles) (Microvolts per Kilocycle)

Radiated Interference

Test Set AN/URM-3 0.15 to 40.0 0.75

Test Set AN/URM-7 '0. to 95.0 0.1
9u. U to 1000.0 0.2

Conducted Interference

Test Set AN/URM-3 1.5 to 10.0 10.0
10.0 to 40.0 5.0

2
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SELRA/FS FS1-17-63
4 Mar 63

d. Test Results: Tests performed on the subject unit as submitted
by the manufacturer revealed no radiated or conducted interference in
excess of the permissible limits cited above.

5. RADIO INTERFERENCE REDUCTION SYSTEM:

a. Details of the interference reduction system applied to the vehicle
sub-assemblies and accessories could not be verified at the time of the
investigation because the items were inaccessible and manufacturer's
drawings were not available at Aberdeen Proving Ground.

b. Review of data obtained in previous investigations of similar
equipment indicates +.hat:

(1) The .2'ord Model M151 (Ordnance 1/8754411) engine ignition
system is suppressed as described in Annex 2141-4G-24-I.

(2) The Piqua Model 32-17-19 (Ordnance §8763300) bilge pump is
suppressed in the manner described in Annex 308-3-3.

(3) The NS-51321-1 fuel pump is suppressed as described in
Annex 303-1-1.

Details of bonding to the unit frame are not included but in order to
assure interference-operation throughout the life of the unit, the sub-
assemblies should be bonded with tinned copper braid bond straps and/or
pla'.ed tooth-type lockwashers.

c. This Station has no previous data regarding the interference
reduction system utilized for the Curtiss-Wright Model 14RO5S24 charging
alternator and associated regulator.

d. Supplementary Comments:

(1) All tooth-type lockwashers and other hardware utilized as
components of the radio interference reduction system shall be plated as
required by paragraph 3.11.4 of Military Jpecification MIL-S-lO379A.

(2) Whenever in this report purveyors of any products are
mentioned by name, it is understood and agreed that similar and equal
products of other purveyors will be acceptable. The final decision of
what is to be considered "similar and equal" shall rest with the con-
tracting officer or his duly authorized representative. The contracting
officer will supply, upon request, a list of approved components and
their sources.

3
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SELRA/U F FS1-17-63
4 Mar 63

6. CONCLUSIONS:

It is concluded that the radio interference reduction system applied
to the XMI04 Howitzer, Light, SP, as described herein conforms to the
requirements of Military Specification MIL-S-10379A.

7. INCILOSURES:

a. Annex 2.1i.-4G-I, Radio Interference Reduction System for
Ford M151 (Ordnance #8754411) Engine - Ignition System.

b. Annex 303-1-1, Radio Interference Reduction System for Bendix
Fuel Pump.

c. Annex 308-3-3, Radio Interference Reduction System for
Piqua Machine & Mfg. Co. DC Motors.

/ ,• ý. ;. 11iL eo"

3 Incls Tor/t/ F. B. ALVAREZ
as Project Engineer

APPROVED:

/s/John 3. J,:-3,.o? , I

Ht/J~fn{ S. KASPROWSKI
Chief Engineer
USA2LRDL Field Station NTr. I

DISTRIBUTION:

30 cys - Developiýnlt roof Services, APG
2 cys - USAELRDL Liaison Engr, Detroit Arsenal
3 cys - CG, US Army obbility Support Center, Attn: EMCJX-E
2 cys - CO, USAEPO, Chicago, Attn: Code 10-2, Mr. P. Gilson
1 cy - USAELRDA, SELRA/TN
1 cy - USAELRDL, SELRA/LNE
1 cy - USAELRDL, SEU A/GF
3 cys - USAELRDL Field Sta 1
. cy - F. B. Alvarez

4
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RADIO INTERFERENCE REDUCTION SYSTEM

SELRA/FS Annex 214I-4G-24-I
4 Mrch 1963

1. Item: Ford M151 (Ordnance A75411) Engine - Ignition System

2. Specification: MIL-S-lO379A

3. Interference Reduction System (FS1-59-60)

a. Four (4) integrally shielded and suppressed spark plugs,
Auto-Lite AR5S.

b. The integrally shielded and suppressed ignition unit (Ordnance
#7044048) incorporates a feed-thru capacitor.

c. Each of four (4) high tension leads enclosed in rubber covered
metallic hose terminated at each end in appropr!iiLL threaded fittings.

Incl 1 to FS1-17-63
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WAIo INTERFERENCE REDUCTION SYSTEM

SELRA/FS Annex 303-1-1
3X 9o-90o-o4-o6 17 December 1962

1. Item: Bendix Fuel Pump

2. Specification: MIL-I-11683B, MIL-S-10379A (Tactical)

3. Interference Reduction System:

a. A Cornell-Dubilier NPT-116-3 (or equal), 0. 25 uf, 100-volt DC
feed-thru capacitor is inserted in the battery lead of the fuel pump.

b. The battery lead from the fuel pump to the feed,-.nru capacitor
enclosed in tinned copper braid shielding terminated at the fuel pump
housing and at the feed-thru case with soldered connections.

0.25 uf
100 VDC

SHIELDZED LEAD

Inal 2 to FSI-17-63
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I.ADIO INTERoENCE REDUCTION SYSTEM

SELUA/FS Annex 308-3-3
4 March 1963

1. Item: Piqua Machine & Mfg. Co. DC Motors

2. Specification: MIL-S-10379A

3. Interference Reduction System: (Letter 3 Nov 53)

a. A Cornell-Dubilier NFlB290, 1.5 uf, 50-volt DC, 60-ampere,
feed-thru type capacitor inserted in series with the power input lead.

b. The capacitor is bonded with plated tooth-type lockwashers and
metallic gaskets (Detail A or Detail B).

1.5 uf MEALI GASKET
50 VDC.

MEALLIC GASKET

DETAIL A DETAIL B

Inc. 3 to FS1-17-63

F-7



APPENDIX G

* Summary 0of Defects0
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Distribution

NAME AND ADDRESS NO. COPIES NAME AND ADDRESS NO. COPIES

Commanding General President
U. S. Army Materiel Command U. S. Army Artillery Board
Washington 25, D. C. Fort Sill, Oklahoma I
ATTN: AMCRD-DE-MO 1

AMCPP-MW 1 Department of the Navy
c/o Navy Liaison Office

Commanding General Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. 1
U. S. Army Supply and

Maintenance Command British Liaison Officer, USATECOM
Washington 25, D. C. c/o Director of Munitions
ATTN: AMSSM-MR 1 British imbassy

3100 Mass. Ave.
Commanding General Washington 25, D. C. 6
U. S. Army Test and

Evaluation Command Canadian Liaison Officer
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. c/o Commanding General
ATTN: AMSTE-TA 2 U. S. Army Materiel Command

Washington 25, D. C. 5
Commanding General
Hq, U. S. Army Mobility Command Commanding Officer
Center Line, Michigan 1 Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.

ATTN: STEAP-DS-D I
Commanding General STEAP-TL 3
U. S. Army Weapons Command
Rock Island, Illinois 1 Commander

Armed Svcs Tech Inf Agency
Commanding General Arlington 12, Virginia
U. S. Army Tank-Auto Center ATTN: Document Svc Center 10
Detroit Arsenal
Center Line, Michigan President
ATTN: SMOTA-REE 1 U. S. Army Maintenance Board

SMOTA-R 1 Ft. Knox, Kentucky
SMOTA-AL I
SMOTA-RES 1
SMOTA-RRD. 2 1
SMOTA-REM 1
SMOTA-IQK. 3 2
SMOTA-FMO 2
SMOTA-RET. 2 2
SMOTA-REC 3
SMOTA-REV 1

Commanding Officer
Yuma Test Station
Yuma, Arizona
ATTN: STEYT-TOE, Library 1

STEYT-TOE, Auto. 1
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AD Accession No.
D&PS, Aberdeen Proving Ground,•srywair
ENGINEER DESIGN TEST OF HOIITZM, LIGHT,
SELF-PROPELLED, 105-4M, XM104 P. Gerard

Report No. DPS-955, May 1963
AMC4S Code No. 5564. 12. 42703. 05. 1
D. A. Project No. 545-03-030
Unclassified Report

The 04104 self-propelled howitzer, pilot
No. 3, was tested to determine the readiness
of the weapon system for engineering and
user tests. The automotive program consisted
of amphibious operations and 14000 miles of
endurance testing. From test results, it is
recommended that the vehicle undergo engi-
nuering and user tests after the appropriate
modificatione are made In the problem areas
revealed.

AD Accession No.
aW -_WG~1an Proving Ground7,&4rymt9

EMIMI R DESIGN TEST OF S.OWITZI, LIGHT,
YLF-FROVELLMI, 105-MM, XMIOK14 P. Gerard

Report No. DPS-955, May 1963
AM)48 Code No. 5564.12.142703.05.1
D. A. Project No. 545-03-030
Unclassified Report

The X4104 self-propelled howitzer, pilot
No. 3, was tested to determine the readiness
of the weapon system for engineering and
user tests. The automotive program consisted
of amphibious operations and 4000 miles of
endurance testing. From test results, it is
recomaended that the vehicle undergo engi-
nearing and user tests after the appropriate
modifications are made in the problem areas
revealed.


